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Lysines and Arginines play non-
redundant roles in mediating 
chemokine-glycosaminoglycan 
interactions
Prem Raj B. Joseph1,2, Kirti V. Sawant1,2, Junji Iwahara1,2, Roberto P. Garofalo3,4, 
Umesh R. Desai  5 & Krishna Rajarathnam1,2,3

Glycosaminoglycans (GAGs) bind a large array of proteins and mediate fundamental and diverse 
roles in human physiology. Ion pair interactions between protein lysines/arginines and GAG sulfates/
carboxylates mediate binding. Neutrophil-activating chemokines (NAC) are GAG-binding proteins, 
and their sequences reveal high selectivity for lysines over arginines indicating they are functionally 
not equivalent. NAC binding to GAGs impacts gradient formation, receptor functions, and endothelial 
activation, which together regulate different components of neutrophil migration. We characterized the 
consequence of mutating lysine to arginine in NAC CXCL8, a well-characterized GAG-binding protein. 
We chose three lysines — two highly conserved lysines (K20 and K64) and a CXCL8-specific lysine 
(K67). Interestingly, the double K64R/K20R and K64R/K67R mutants are highly impaired in recruiting 
neutrophils in a mouse model. Further, both the mutants bind GAG heparin with higher affinity 
but show similar receptor activity. NMR and MD studies indicate that the structures are essentially 
identical to the WT, but the mutations alter the network of intramolecular ion pair interactions. 
These observations collectively indicate that the reduced in vivo recruitment is due to altered GAG 
interactions, higher GAG binding affinity can be detrimental, and specificity of lysines fine-tunes in vivo 
GAG interactions and function.

Glycosaminoglycans (GAGs) are polysaccharides that are ubiquitous components of cell surfaces and the extra-
cellular matrix1–4. They bind hundreds of proteins including chemokines and growth factors, and mediate and 
regulate diverse fundamental roles in human pathophysiology from inflammation and organogenesis to cancer 
progression5–9. GAGs, such as heparan sulfate (HS) and heparin, are negatively charged linear sulfated polysac-
charides of repeating 1–4 linked disaccharide units, made up of uronic acid and α-D-glucosamine2. It is well 
established that protein-HS/heparin interactions are primarily driven by ion pair interactions (salt bridges), 
between clusters enriched in lysines (Lys) and arginines (Arg) in the protein and sulfates/carboxylates in HS2,10–13. 
Whereas, arginines are enriched relative to lysines in protein-protein and protein-DNA interfaces14,15, sequences 
of some GAG-binding neutrophil-activating proteins reveal high selectivity for lysines over arginines16. Why 
lysines are preferred in these GAG-binding proteins and how this specificity impact structure, affinity, and func-
tion are not known.

The pKa of the surface lysine amino and arginine guanidinium groups are >10 indicating that they are always 
protonated and charged at physiological pH. In principle, lysines and arginines could be involved in short-range 
H-bonding (hydrogen-bonding) and ion pair interactions and long-range electrostatic interactions, and the ener-
getics of these interactions can vary by many kilocalories12,17–22. The side chain structures, geometry, and prox-
imity of the binding partners dictate binding energies. Whereas lysine amino NH3

+ group is symmetric and has 
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a simple structure, the guanidinium group of arginine is planar and asymmetric with a more complex structure 
(Fig. 1). The conjugation between the double bond and the nitrogen lone pairs in the guanidinium group results 
in delocalization of the positive charge allowing multiple ion pair and H-bonding interactions with sulfate/car-
boxylate groups that are less likely for the Lys NH3

+ group (Fig. 1A)12. The arginine guanidinium group allows 
several potential interaction with carboxylates — (i) the side-on and end-on interactions (bidentate configura-
tion) and (ii) the backside interaction (monodentate configuration) involving the Nη1 hydrogen closest to Nε 
(Fig. 1B)17,23. In addition, the guanidinium compared to the amino cation can form strong electrostatic interac-
tions with sulfate anion based on Pearson’s concept of soft-acid soft-base interactions (Fig. 1C)12,24. In essence, the 
guanidinium group allows 5–6 H-bonds, while the spherically symmetric nature of the lysine amino group allows 
fewer and more dynamic H-bonds12,17,25,26.

Solvation plays a key role in dictating side chain interactions of arginines and lysines. Based on the classical 
Born’s model on solvation free energy and Collin’s model of charge density-dependent strength of hydration, it is 
energetically less costly to remove water from a large low-charge density gaunidinium ion (Arg) than from a small 
high-charge density amino ion (Lys)27,28. Therefore, desolvation energy is much smaller for arginine compared 
to lysine. In a recent MD study of a protein-DNA complex, it has been shown that the mean lifetimes of direct 
H-bond/ion pair interactions of arginine are much longer and less dynamic than those involving lysines26. Also, 
in the case of arginines, contact ion pairs can be more energetically favorable compared to lysines where both 
contact ion pairs and solvent separated ion pairs can alternate in a dynamic fashion.

A set of seven chemokines, characterized by the N-terminal ‘ELR’ motif (Fig. 2A), mediate neutrophil 
recruitment for combating microbial infection. A fundamental aspect of neutrophil-activating chemokine 
(NAC) function involves interactions with GAGs. GAG interactions affect gradient formation, receptor func-
tion, and endothelial activation11,29–31. Structural basis and identity of GAG-binding residues of four NACs, 
CXCL1, CXCL5, and CXCL7, and CXCL8, have been determined using solution NMR spectroscopy, molecular 
dynamics, mutagenesis, and functional studies32–37. Seven basic GAG-binding residues are conserved among the 
ELR-chemokines and are labeled B1 to B7 (Fig. 2A). Lysines at B2 and B7 are absolutely conserved in all seven; B6 
is a lysine in all except CXCL8, and B3, B5, and B6 are conserved in at least five out of seven NACs. B4 shows no 
preference for lysines or arginines16. The conserved arginine (B1) is involved in GAG interactions only in CXCL1, 
but is a very critical residue for receptor activation for all seven chemokines, indicating that the major function of 
this conserved arginine is not for GAG binding. The preference for lysines stands out, suggesting that the struc-
tural features of lysine provide specificity that cannot be conferred by an arginine.

In this study, we ask why lysines are highly preferred at certain locations in NACs. We mutated three lysines 
to arginine in CXCL8 — two highly conserved lysines (K20 and K64) and a CXCL8-specific lysine (K67) (Fig. 2). 
The double mutants were significantly less active in trafficking neutrophils in a mouse model. The mutants bind 
GAG with higher affinity but show similar receptor activity, indicating that the reduced in vivo recruitment must 
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Figure 1. Interactions of lysines and arginines with sulfate/carboxylate groups. Schematics showing (A) Charge 
delocalization in the guanidinium group of arginine. (B) Different interactions possible for Arg side chain with 
carboxylates and (C) Lys and Arg ion pair interactions with sulfates and carboxylates.
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be due to altered GAG interactions. NMR studies indicated that the tertiary structural fold of the single (K64R) 
and double (K64R/K20R and K64R/K67R) mutants is unaltered compared to the wide type (WT). Molecular 
dynamics (MD) studies show that the mutations alter the network of intramolecular interactions and result in 
increase in H-bond/ion pair donors of the GAG binding surface for the double mutants, but showed minimal 
change for the single mutant. These observations collectively indicate that the specificity imparted by a lysine 
cannot be replaced by an arginine, and that enhanced GAG binding as a result of arginine substitution is actually 
detrimental and impacts one or more of GAG-related functions that in turn impairs neutrophil recruitment 
function.

Results
Design and Characterization of Arginine Mutants. In CXCL8, the core GAG-binding domain has 
three lysines (K20, K64 and K67) and two arginines (R60 and R68)32. Among the lysines, K20 (B2) and K64 
(B7) are absolutely conserved. K67 is not conserved, as other NACs besides CXCL2 have polar or acidic residues 
(Fig. 2A)16. Our NMR-based model of CXCL8-heparin octasaccharide shows that K64 lies in the middle of the 
binding surface suggesting it functions as an important anchor point, and mutating this lysine to alanine also 
significantly impairs neutrophil recruitment32. Therefore, we designed three mutants centered on K64 to address 
how conserved and chemokine-specific lysines influence structure and function — K64R mutant, a double K20R/
K64R mutant that addresses the role of highly conserved lysines and a double K64R/K67R mutant that addresses 
the role of a highly conserved and CXCL8-specific lysine. The substitutions are shown in the models generated 
from the WT CXCL8 structure (PDB ID: 1IL8) (Fig. 2B).

The structural consequence of the substitutions was assessed from the 1H-15N heteronuclear single-quantum 
coherence (HSQC) spectra. The spectra of all the mutants were essentially identical to the WT spectrum, 
indicating that the arginines, despite the larger guanidinium group compared to the lysine amino group, are 
accommodated and do not perturb the tertiary fold except for minor local perturbations around the site of sub-
stitution (Supplementary Figs S1–S3). The arginine side chain spectra of the WT and mutants are shown in Fig. 3. 
Backbone amide and side chain Nε-Hε resonances of the newly introduced arginines (R20, R64, and R67) in the 
single and double mutants were assigned by comparing the 1H-15N HSQC and Nε-Hε selective 1H-15N HISQC 
spectra of the single and double mutants to the WT (Fig. 3 and Supplementary Figs S1–S3).

Heparin binding of arginine mutants. We initially characterized GAG heparin octasaccharide (dp8) 
binding-induced chemical shift perturbations (CSPs) of arginine side chain Nε-Hε resonances. In the WT, the 
core GAG binding arginines R60, R68 and R47 show large perturbation. Residues R6 of the N-terminus and 
R26 on the first β-strand, which are on the opposite face of the GAG binding interface, are not perturbed or 
show minimal perturbation (Fig. 3). In the K64R, K64R/K67R, and K20R/K64R mutants, the newly introduced 
arginines show perturbation, indicating the substituted arginines (R20, R64 and R67) are involved in direct GAG 
interactions.

With the knowledge that all the substituted Arg residues are involved in direct binding, we then compared the 
backbone perturbations of the Arg mutants. The backbone CSP provides insights into direct binding and indirect 
interactions including binding-induced structural changes, and so can provide a global picture of how specific 
mutations influence GAG binding of all other residues. The K64R and K64R/K67R mutants compared to the WT 
showed pronounced CSPs for the C-terminal helical residues R64 to S72 (Fig. 4A,B). The N-loop residues K15, 
H18 and K23 also showed CSP differences, while K20 did not show peak broadening as observed in the case of 
WT. The K20R/K64R mutant also showed increased perturbation, but less pronounced than in the case of K64R/

Figure 2. (A) Sequence alignment of neutrophil-activating chemokines. Conserved basic residues implicated 
in GAG interactions are highlighted in red. Chemokine-specific residues that are involved in heparin binding 
are shown in blue and underlined. (B) The location of the lysines and arginines in the WT structure and the 
arginine mutant structural models are shown. Substituted arginines are labelled in red.
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Figure 3. NMR characterization of arginine side chain interactions of the CXCL8 mutants with heparin dp8. 
Overlay of the Nε-Hε selective 1H-15N HISQC spectra of the arginine side chains in the free (black) and heparin 
dp8-bound complexes (red). Arrows connect the respective free and bound peak. A schematic of arginine side 
chain is shown on the top and the side chain NεH resonance detected in the HISQC spectra is circled.

Figure 4. Backbone CSP histogram plots of the arginine mutants. Comparison of heparin dp8 binding-induced 
CSP of (A) K64R (B) K64R/K67R and (C) K20R/K64R mutants. The data for the mutants are shown in black 
and for the WT in gray. The dashed box indicates the C-terminal residues 64 to 72 showing relatively larger 
perturbation compared to WT.
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K67R, for the C-terminal helical residues R64 to S72 except R68 (Fig. 4). Interestingly, R20 showed increased per-
turbation compared to K20 in the other mutants suggesting stronger H-bond/ion pair interactions. Overall, the 
backbone perturbations indicate altered network of interactions due to the arginine substitution in the C-helix 
and N-loop.

Binding affinities (Kd) of WT and mutants to heparin dp8 were calculated from binding induced chemical 
shift changes of selected residues from the titration experiments. The difference in the affinities (Kd) for the WT 
and the single mutant K64R was marginal (25 μM and 10 μM, respectively) (Fig. 5), while the Kd for the double 
mutants could not be accurately determined but is lower than 1 μM indicating arginine substitutions promotes 
tighter heparin interactions and higher binding affinity.

Molecular Modeling and MD simulations of Arginine Mutants. Molecular Dynamics (MD) simu-
lations can provide insights into atomic level details of how Lys to Arg substitutions impact spatial and dynamic 
features of the GAG binding surface. This exercise can provide an appreciation of changes in the surface charac-
teristics due to altered intramolecular H-bonding/ion pair networks, surface electrostatics, concerted side chain 
motions, and potential changes in the availability of H-bond/ion pair donors due to the substituted arginines on 
the GAG binding surface. In particular, MD simulation of the mutants should provide useful insights into how 
arginine substitution results in altered C-terminal helical and N-loop interactions and tighter binding.

Structures of CXCL8 reveal five glutamate (Glu) residues in the proximity of the GAG binding Lys and Arg 
residues that could function as potential intramolecular ion pair/H-bonding partners. These include E29′ in the 
proximity of R68, K20 and K64 (′represents a residue in the second monomer across the dimer interface); E70 in 
the proximity of K67; E63 in the proximity of R60 and K64; E63′ in the proximity of K67 and K64; and E55 near 
K60. X-ray structure (PDB ID: 4XDX) shows two H-bonds between the side chains of R68 and E29′ (Nη2…Oε1 
and Nε-H…Oε2) and a ion pair between K67 and E70 ((Nζ…Oε).

Given that the structures of the mutants are essentially identical, models of the individual arginine mutants 
were generated from the WT dimer structure, energy minimized and then subjected to ~80–100 ns of in silico MD 
simulations using the Amber suite 14. Backbone rmsd vs. time profiles for the WT and mutants confirm that the 
analyzed trajectories represent stable relaxed structures (Fig. S4). In the case of WT CXCL8, R68 is involved in ion 
pair/H-bonding interactions with E29′, a feature similar to what is observed in the X-ray structure (Fig. 6A). K67 
interacts with E70 in the helix (as in the X-ray structure) and also transiently with E63. K20 side chain forms ion 
pairs with E29′ side chain and H-bonds with S30′ backbone. R60 is involved in ion pair and H-bond interactions 
with E63 and transiently with E63′ and E55. K64 transiently interacts with E63 or E29′.

For the mutants, we first discuss the interactions involving the native Lys and Arg residues, followed by those 
involving the substituted Arg residues and how it alters the network of native interactions. In all the three mutants, 
R68 ion pair/H-bonding interactions are similar to those observed in the WT dimer (Fig. 6). R60 interactions in 
the K64R and K20R/K64R mutant are similar to the WT, whereas interaction of R60 with E63′ is missing in the 
K64R/K67R mutant (Fig. 6). K67 interactions in the K64R and K20R/K64R mutant are similar to the WT with 
minor alterations from the substitutions (Fig. 6B,D). K20 interactions with E29′ is transient in K64R and missing 
in the K64R/K67R mutant (Fig. 6B,C).

In the K64R and K20R/K64R mutant, R64 interacts with E29′ and also transiently with E63 (Fig. 6B,D). R20 in 
the K20R/K64R mutant is engaged in extensive ion pair/H-bonding interactions with E29′ (Fig. 6D). In essence, 
E29′ interacts with R64 and R68 and R20, resulting in a concerted interplay of interactions between the Arg 
residues and E29′. In the K64R/K67R mutant, R67 sterically restricts interactions of R64 with E29′ and E63′ 
(Fig. 6C). R67 in the K64R/K67R, when compared to the WT, is additionally engaged in interactions with E63 
and E63′. Dynamic interplay of interactions is observed between R67 and the three Glu residues (E63, E63′, and 
E70) that form a triad (Fig. 6C). The loss of E63′ interactions with R60 and R64 are compensated by new inter-
actions with R67.

A qualitative analysis of the role of solvent on H-bond/ion pair network of arginines and lysines on the GAG 
binding surface was also carried out (data not shown). In the case of arginine, contact ion pairs/H-bonds are 

Figure 5. Heparin-binding affinities of the arginine mutants. Dissociation constants (Kd) for the mutants were 
obtained by fitting the binding-induced chemical shift changes (Δδ) for a subset of well-resolved residues. A 
representative plot for residue E70 is shown along with the estimated dissociation constants (Kd).
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stable and have longer lifetimes compared to lysines where both contact ion pairs and solvent separated ion 
pairs alternate dynamically. These observations are also consistent with a recent MD study on a protein-DNA 
complex26.

In summary, MD simulations show minimal rearrangement of GAG binding surface for the K64R mutant, 
while the double mutants show major alterations in the GAG binding surface due to an increase in the ion 
pair/H-bond network and an increase in the available H-bond/ion pair donors on the GAG binding surface. 
These changes, in essence, can result in reduced dynamics of the interacting surface and promote tighter binding 
of heparin oligosaccharides (Fig. 5).

Activity of arginine mutants. Neutrophil recruitment activity of the arginine mutants was measured in a 
peritoneal mouse model. Both K64R/K67R and K20R/K64R mutants showed highly impaired neutrophil recruit-
ment activity compared to the wild type (WT) while the K64R mutant had comparable recruitment to the WT 
(Fig. 7). Considering the in vivo recruitment is the net result of both GAG and receptor interactions, we also 
characterized the in vitro CXCR2 activity of the Arg mutants. The calcium release activity of the arginine mutants 
was similar to the WT indicating that the mutations did not affect CXCR2 activation (Fig. 8). Therefore, altered in 
vivo recruitment of the Arg mutants must arise due to altered GAG interactions and not altered receptor activity.
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Figure 6. MD simulations of the CXCL8 arginine mutants. MD snapshots of the GAG-binding surface of (A) 
WT, (B) K64R, (C) K64R/K67R, and (D) K20R/K64R mutants. Intramolecular H-bonds/ion pairs between 
Lys/Arg and Glu residues over the course of the simulations are shown using dotted lines. S1, S2, and S3 are 
snapshots from three separate 5 ns trajectories extracted from each individual simulation. Each of the snapshots 
show distinctly different interaction pattern for the Arg and Lys residues. Substituted arginines are labelled in 
red.
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Discussion
Chemokine-mediated neutrophil recruitment from the blood to the infected/injury site must be highly coordi-
nated for successful resolution6–9. Delayed recruitment or too few neutrophils could result in runaway inflamma-
tion and sustained recruitment or too many neutrophils could result in collateral tissue damage and disease38,39 
Neutrophils must cross the endothelium and the extracellular matrix (ECM) to reach the insult site, and GAG 
interactions play a role in every single step of the way. GAGs are covalently linked to core proteins called proteo-
glycans (PGs). On the endothelium, PGs span the membrane and so GAGs are in the proximity of the membrane 
surface. In the ECM, PGs exist as macromolecular complexes with matrix proteins. Soluble and GAG-bound 
gradients direct neutrophils across the endothelium and the ECM to the insult site11,29,40. CXCL8 binding to 
endothelial GAGs results in activation of several signaling pathways, cytoskeletal changes, down regulation of gap 
junction proteins, and increase in permeability41–43. These changes promote and facilitate neutrophil migration 
across the endothelium. It has also been proposed that reorganization of the endothelial PGs facilitates neutrophil 
adhesion, an early critical step before crossing the endothelium44,45. Therefore, CXCL8-GAG interactions must 
be highly tuned for coordinated neutrophil recruitment to the insult site for successful resolution of infection.

Our current NMR study shows increased affinity of CXCL8 for heparin oligosaccharide as a consequence of 
arginine substitution. The question arises as to whether the mutations impact the monomer-dimer equilibrium 
either in the free or GAG-bound forms. The mutated residues are located away from the dimer interface and so 
it does not influence the dimerization constant of the free form. On the other hand, the higher GAG affinity of 
arginine mutants compared to WT does shift the GAG bound monomer-dimer equilibrium to the dimeric state. 
Any changes in function of the mutants can only be attributed to the GAG binding properties and not to some 
altered property of the mutants. This is clearly evident from the similar calcium release activity data for the WT 
and mutants (Fig. 8).

Several studies for CXCL8 and other NACs have shown alanine (Ala) mutants of lysines and arginines, 
which show weaker in vitro GAG binding, also show impaired in vivo neutrophil recruitment8,46–51. Interestingly, 
our current studies show that increased GAG affinity as a consequence of arginine substitution also impairs 
in vivo neutrophil recruitment indicating increased in vivo GAG affinity alters how GAG interactions regulate 
CXCL8-mediated neutrophil trafficking to the target tissue. Altered GAG interactions could impact duration 
and steepness of the gradients and/or endothelial activation that includes signaling and PG crosslinking41,42,45. 
Our future studies will focus on understanding how differences in lysine and arginine interactions impact these 
CXCL8-mediated GAG functions.
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What could be the molecular basis underlying specificity? Considering lysines and arginines play fundamental 
roles in protein folding, protein-protein, and protein-nucleic acid interactions, how differences in lysine amino 
and arginine guanidinium groups influence ion pair interactions have been extensively studied and character-
ized from structural, computational, and mutational studies12,17,26,52,53. These studies collectively indicate differ-
ences in side chain structures could impact affinity, kinetics, and dynamics of binding interactions. Factors that 
influence these properties arise due to intrinsic differences in the H-bond/ion pair interactions and also as a 
function of their location in the macromolecular complex. NMR studies of protein-DNA complexes have shown 
that the dynamic characteristics of lysine and arginine side chains are quite different, and that the lysine amino 
groups continue to be dynamic whereas guanidinium group is less dynamic in the bound form, and that interac-
tions involving the Arg guanidinium group are enthalpically favored and those involving lysine amino group are 
entropically favored26. Insights into the dynamic and kinetic characteristics of the individual lysines and arginines 
in protein-GAG complexes are lacking at this time, and such knowledge will lead to a better understanding on the 
selectivity of lysines and arginines and how they ultimately mediate GAG binding and function.

MD studies of the Arg mutants indicate that lysines and arginines in the GAG binding surface are involved in a 
network of intramolecular ion pair interactions, and therefore, the role of a basic residue must also be considered 
in concert with other residues in the binding surface. A more detailed and extensive characterization of mutations 
including those of arginines to lysines and similar studies in related chemokines and other GAG-binding pro-
teins are necessary to fully appreciate the crosstalk between GAG-binding lysines and arginines in determining 
binding and function.

Material and Methods
Expression and Purification of CXCL8 Arginine mutants. Clones of the arginine mutants K64R, 
K20R/K64R and K64R/K67R were generated by PCR amplification using the QuikChange site-directed mutagen-
esis kit (Stratagene). Expression, and purification of CXCL8 WT and the mutants were carried out as described 
previously54. 15N-labeled proteins were prepared by growing cells in a minimal medium containing 15NH4Cl as 
the sole nitrogen source. Briefly, transformed cells were grown to an A600 ~ 0.6, and induced with 1 mM isopropyl 
β-D-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) overnight at 23 °C. The purity and molecular weight of the proteins were con-
firmed using matrix assisted laser desorption/ionization mass spectrometry.

Molecular modeling and MD simulations. Models of the arginine mutants were generated by replacing 
the lysines with arginines using the mutagenesis module of Pymol 1.455. The structures were subjected to mul-
tiple cycles of constrained and free energy minimizations using the AMBER 14 suite software to remove steric 
hindrances introduced by the mutations56,57. The energy-minimized structures were subjected to an equilibration 
protocol in explicit solvent57, and ~80 ns of MD production runs were carried out using the PMEMD (Particle 
mesh Ewald molecular dynamics) module of the AMBER 14 software suite on the Lonestar 5 CRAY XC40 clus-
ter at the Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC, UT Austin). Analysis of the trajectory was carried out 
using the Ambertools12 and the VMD molecular visualization software56,58. Molecular plots were prepared using 
Pymol55. The ion pairs were evaluated according to the distance between the donor (Nζ of Lys; Nε, Nη1 and Nη2 
of Arg; Nδ1 and Nε2 of His) and acceptor atoms (Oε1 and Oε2 of Glu; Oδ1 and Oδ2 of Asp)20. If the distance (d) 
is <4.0 Å, the pair is counted as a ion pair. An ion pair is counted as a hydrogen bonding (H-bonding) pair when 
the geometry is acceptable (d < 3.5 Å, N-H…O angle > 120°).

NMR Spectroscopy. For the 1H-15N HSQC titrations experiments, 15N-labeled proteins were prepared in 
50 mM sodium phosphate buffer pH 7.0, 1 mM sodium azide, and 10% 2H2O (v/v). The starting protein con-
centrations were ~50 to 100 μM for the different experiments. Heparin octasaccharide (dp8) was purchased 
from Iduron (Manchester, UK). A 10 mM stock solution of dp8 was titrated into the protein sample in aliquots, 
and a series of 1H-15N HSQC spectra was collected at 30 °C until essentially no changes in chemical shifts were 
observed. The final protein:dp8 molar ratios for all titrations were ~1:10. The arginine side chain Nε-Hε reso-
nances were recorded for the free and dp8 bound CXCL8 mutants using the Nε-Hε selective 1H-15N heteronuclear 
in-phase single quantum coherence (HISQC) pulse sequence26. By using 15N carrier position at 85 ppm together 
with selective pulses, the Arg side chain 15Nε-1Hε resonances were selectively observed in the HISQC spectrum. 
100 μl of D2O was separately sealed for NMR lock in a coaxial insert (Norell Inc.). The free CXCL8 and dp8 bound 
samples were prepared in 20 mM sodium succinate, pH 5.4, and 0.4 mM NaF. The spectra were recorded at 40 °C. 
NMR experiments were acquired on a Bruker Avance III 800 MHz (equipped with a TXI cryoprobe) or 600 MHz 
(with QCI probe) spectrometer.

Animals. Female, 7–8 week old, BALB/c mice (Harlan, Houston, TX) were maintained in specific-pathogen-free  
conditions in the animal research facility of UTMB, in accordance with NIH and UTMB institutional guidelines 
for animal care. Cages, bedding, food and water were sterilized before use. All animal work was approved by the 
Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the University of Texas Medical Branch at Galveston (Protocol: 
0702005 C).

Peritoneal neutrophil recruitment. Mice were inoculated intraperitoneally with 1 μg of arginine mutants 
in 100 μl of DPBS buffer using a 26 gauge needle. The mice were anesthetized 3 h post injection and euthanized by 
cervical dislocation. The peritoneal cavity was flushed twice with cold PBS, the harvested cells were centrifuged, 
and the pellet was suspended in PBS for cytospin slides. Slides were fixed, stained with Wright-Giemsa stain, 
and a differential leukocyte count was performed. Total neutrophils were counted using a hemocytometer after 
staining with Turk’s solution.
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Intracellular Ca2+ mobilization. Receptor activity of the mutants was measured from changes in intra-
cellular Ca2+ levels using the Calcium 6 assay kit (FLIPR No-wash kit, Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA) on a 
FlexStation III scanning fluorometer. In brief, CXCR2 transfected, differentiated HL60 (dHL60) cells were sus-
pended in HBSS containing 10 mM HEPES and plated in flat-bottomed black microtiter plate (2 × 105cells/well). 
The cells were loaded with FLIPR Calcium 6 dye following the manufacturer’s protocol for 1 h. 10 nM of CXCL8 
arginine mutants prepared in HBSS buffer were transferred to the compound plates. Changes in fluorescence 
were monitored (λex 485 nm, λem 525 nm) every 5 s for 240 s at room temperature after automated addition of 
the mutants to the cells. The agonist response was determined by expressing the maximum change in fluorescence 
in arbitrary units over baseline.
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